1.
Introduction. An onto mapping f{X) = Y will be called generic provided Y and X are homeomorphic topological spaces, or trivially, Y reduces to a single point. Thus such an ƒ reproduces the topological structure of X provided it is not merely constant on X. The problem of determining conditions on ƒ which will make it generic on a given type of space X has been under study for many years and, recently, has been the subject of intense interest, especially when X is a Euclidean space E n or sphere S n . Classically, the monotone mappings are generic when applied to the interval or circle and, by a wellknown theorem of R. L. Moore, monotone nonseparating mappings are generic on the topological 2-sphere S 2 ("nonseparating" means that point-inverses do not separate the domain space X), For early discussions of the general problem and of most of the trial conditions to be mentioned below, see accounts of addresses by the author in [4] and the dissertation of Ward well [3] .
In this note a theorem will be proven in a general setting giving conditions under which a mapping which is restricted to a finite number of nondegenerate point inverses will be generic. It is then indicated how this result along with the Moore-Kline-Zippin-Bing sphere characterization readily yields the Moore theorem quoted above. Finally it is shown that various forms of pointlikeness and cellularity conditions on point-inverses are equivalent when each of these sets is interior to an w-cell in the domain space and, further, they are necessary conditions in this situation if the sets are isolated and the mapping is to be generic.
For simplicity all spaces used will be assumed metric. The interior of a subset Q of X will be denoted by int.
The kernel Kf of a mapping f(X) == Y is the set of all xÇ.X satisfying x~f~lf(x). That two sets X and Y are homeomorphic will be indicated by the symbol X~t 0 9 Y. Given X'CX, F'CF, a homeomorphism h(X') = Y r is a strong homeomorphism [5] provided that for any set XoGX' which is closed in X, h(Xo) is closed in Y and for any FoCF' which is closed in F, hr l ( F 0 ) is closed in X. Two subsets X 1 and F' of X and F are strongly homeomorphic, written X'~8 ih Y', provided there exists a strong homeomorphism of X 1 onto F'. A closed subset A of a space X is stably pointlike in X provided that if <j>(X) = X' is a quasi-compact mapping of X with X' homeomorphic with X and ^4 interior to the kernel of 0, then X'-<t>(A) is strongly homeomorphic with X 1 -a for some a£X', i.e., X'-<t>(A) ~* ih X'-a for some a EX'. A closed set -4CX is simply pointlike (term due to Bing) provided X-.4^s th X -a for some ÖGJ.
2. General theorems. We begin with the invariance result:
property of being stably pointlike for a set K in X is invariant under any quasi-compact mapping f of X onto a homeomorph X' of X such that K is interior to the kernel off.
For let ƒ(X) = X' have K interior to its kernel. We have to prove that f{K) is stably pointlike in X'. To this end let <f>(X') = Xi be any quasi-compact mapping of X' onto a homeomorph X\ of X 1 such that f(K) is interior to the kernel of <£. Then Thus since $2 is quasi-compact, it follows by case n = k -1 of our conclusion that
On the other hand since the mapping
is (1-1) and quasi-compact it is a homeomorphism. This together with (ii) gives Y~t 0 »X.
3. The 2-sphere theorem. We now indicate briefly how the case n = 2 of (2.2) is adequate to yield the general theorem that Monotone nonseparating mappings are generic on the 2-sphere (R. L. Moore) by a simple argument.
To prove this let ƒ (X) = F be monotone and nonseparating where X is a 2-sphere and F is nondegenerate. Then F is a locally connected continuum and has no cut point. By the Moore-Kline-ZippinVan Kampen-Bing characterization of the 2-sphere, to prove F a 2-sphere we must show :
(i) no pair of points separates F, and (ii) every simple closed curve on F separates F. Now (i) follows directly from the facts that the 2-sphere X is unicoherent and unicoherence is invariant under all monotone mappings. Thus F is unicoherent and no pair of its points can separate it since no single point can do so.
To prove (ii) let / be a simple closed curve in F and let R= Y-J. We take distinct points x, yÇ.J dividing J into open arcs A and B. Since each of the sets Xo=f" ml (x) and Yo^f^iy) is a continuum not separating X, these sets are stably pointlike. Thus if 4>{X) =X' is the natural mapping of X onto the quotient space X' obtained by decomposing X into the sets Xo, 
Equivalence and necessity of conditions.
A closed set A in a space X is locally shrinkable (see Wardwell [3] and compare with McAuley [2] ) provided every open set about A contains an open set V about A such that there exists a point a G V and a strong homeomorphism of X -A onto X -a which is the identity on X -V. A closed set A in X is cellular (see Brown [l] ) provided A is the intersection of a strictly decreasing sequence of w-cells in X for some n, i.e., each lies interior to its predecessor in the sequence. (It may be noted that a topological n-cell is not necessarily cellular in this sense, even in E n .) 
PROOF, (a) implies (b). For let f(X)=X'
be quasi-compact, X'~*>vX, and so that A Cint K/~Ko. Let V be an open set about A chosen so that VQKo and such that a point a G V and a strong homeomorphism h of X -A onto X -a exist with h fixed on X-V. It is then readily checked that fhf" 1 is a strong homeomorphism of 
onto itself has properties (a)-(d).
Added in proof. Indeed, this holds and the properties (a)-(d) remain equivalent for compact subsets of E n or 5 n , when the words "in Q" are omitted from the statements of properties (b) and (c). For it is a ready consequence of (4.2) that If a pointlike set A in an n-manifold M n lies interior to an n-cell Q in M n , it is pointlike in Q. To verify this, we let f(M n ) -Y be the natural mapping of the decomposition of M n into A and single points. Then Y is homeomorphic with M n and thus is locally Euclidean at f (A). Since A is the only nondegenerate point inverse, (4.2) applies and gives our conclusion.
In a less restricted setting a set may be pointlike but not stably pointlike. This is readily exhibited using a continuum constructed by Wardwell in [3 ] for a related purpose.
